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On Normal Cayley Graphs and Hom-idempotent Graphs
BENOIT LAROSE, FRANC¸OIS LAVIOLETTE AND CLAUDE TARDIF
A graph G is said to be hom-idempotent if there is a homomorphism from G2 to G, and weakly
hom-idempotent if for some n  1 there is a homomorphism from GnC1 to Gn . We characterize
both classes of graphs in terms of a special class of Cayley graphs called normal Cayley graphs.
This allows us to construct, for any integer n, a Cayley graph G such that GnC1 ! Gn 6! Gn−1,
answering a question of Hahn, Hell and Poljak [8]. Also, we show that the Kneser graphs are not
weakly hom-idempotent, generalizing a result of Albertson and Collins [1] for the Petersen graph.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Hom-idempotent graphs. The cartesian product G2H of two graphs G and H has
vertex set V .G/  V .H/, two vertices being joined by an edge whenever they have one
coordinate equal and the other adjacent. We write 2niD1Gi for the n-fold cartesian product
of graphs (the product is commutative and associative up to isomorphism), and Gn for the
n-th power of a graph G under the cartesian product.
There is a simple formula expressing the chromatic number of a cartesian product in terms
of its factors:
.G2H/ D max..G/; .H//: (1)
In comparison, the problem of determining the chromatic number of a categorical product of
graphs is the long-standing product conjecture (see [7, 24]); as for other graph products, the
chromatic number of the product cannot be expressed in terms of the chromatic number of
the factors alone. Yet, the identity (1) admits a simple elegant proof first given by Sabidussi
[16]: the inequality .G2H/  max..G/; .H// follows from the fact that G2H con-
tains copies of both G and H . The converse inequality is derived from a combination of
colourings: given proper n-colourings f V G 7! f0; : : : ; n− 1g and g V H 7! f0; : : : ; n− 1g
of G and H , we define a proper n-colouring h of G2H by h.u; v/ D f .u/C g.v/ mod n.
Putting n D max..G/; .H// guarantees that the colourings f and g indeed exist, and
the cancellation law of the integers modulo n implies that h is a proper colouring of G2H .
Thus, .G2H/ D max..G/; .H//.
This simple arithmetic argument conceals a nice structural property of the complete graphs:
Kn2Kn retracts onto Kn by a homomorphism (i.e., an edge-preserving map). This property
was gradually acknowledged for itself in the literature. Albertson and Collins [1] first
proved the contrasting result that if P denotes the Petersen graph, then for any integers
m > n, there does not exist a homomorphism from Pm to Pn . Their method used the
‘No-Homomorphism Lemma’, thus involved a computation of the independence number of
Pn for all n. Later, Zhou [13] computed the independence number of cartesian powers of
any circulant G by using the existing homomorphisms from GnC1 to Gn for all n. This line
of research was pursued by Hell, Yu and Zhou [11]; they called a graph G ‘hom-regular’
if there exists a homomorphism from G2 to G. On this subject, Hahn, Hell and Poljak
[8] posed a question that inspired our work: let G be a Cayley graph such that for some
integer n, GnC1 admits a homomorphism to Gn . Does this already imply that there exists
a homomorphism from G2 to G?
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This brings us to the theme of the present paper, which is the existence of homomorphisms
between cartesian powers of a given graph. A graph G admitting a homomorphism from
G2 to G will be called hom-idempotent rather than hom-regular, because this is consistent
with viewing the cartesian product as a semigroup operation on classes of graphs. Similarly,
a graph will be called weakly hom-idempotent if there exists an integer n such that GnC1
admits a homomorphism to Gn . Both of these classes of graphs will be characterized below,
after the necessary concepts of homomorphic equivalence and of normal Cayley graphs are
introduced.
1.2. Homomorphisms. As mentioned earlier, a homomorphism between two graphs G
and H is an edge-preserving map, i.e., a map  V G 7! H from the vertex set of G to that
of H such that T.u/; .v/U 2 E.H/ whenever Tu; vU 2 E.G/. If H is a subgraph of G
and  has the property that .u/ D u for every vertex u of H , then  is called a retraction
and H is called a retract of G.
The most common homomorphisms are proper vertex colourings, which are just homo-
morphisms to complete graphs. One important aspect of colouring also permeates the
general subject of graph homomorphisms: the question as to whether a graph is n-colourable
is often more important than the explicit description of colourings. In the same manner,
the existence of homomorphisms between given graphs is more relevant than the actual
description of these homomorphisms.
Given two graphs G and H , we write G ! H if there exists a homomorphism from G
to H ; we then say that G is homomorphic to H , or that G maps to H . Hence, the symbol
! denotes a relation that is defined on the class of all graphs. This relation is easily seen
to be reflexive and transitive, thus induces a quasi-ordering of the class of all graphs. As is
usual with quasi-orderings, it is convenient to reduce it to a partial ordering on classes of
equivalent objects: two graphs G and H are called homomorphically equivalent if G ! H
and H ! G; we then write G $ H . The relation $ is indeed an equivalence; we denote
H.G/ the class of graphs that are homomorphically equivalent to G. In particular, H.G/
contains all the retracts of G. We then have G ! H if and only if G 0 ! H 0 for all graphs
G 0 2 H.G/ and H 0 2 H.H/.
The relation ! is well behaved with respect to the cartesian product of graphs. In-
deed, if G ! G 0 and H ! H 0, then G2H ! G 02H 0, as is easily seen by applying
homomorphisms coordinatewise. In particular, it makes sense to think of H.G2H/ as ‘the
product’ of H.G/ and H.H/, because this class does not depend on a particular choice of
representatives. Thus, the cartesian product induces a semigroup operation on the classes
of equivalent graphs, which is commutative and admits H.K1/ as identity element. The
name ‘hom-idempotent’ stems from this semigroup structure: a graph G is hom-idempotent
if and only if H.G/2 D H.G/. For any graph G, we always have Gn ! GnC1 for all
n. This ordering is either strict or there exists a least n such that Gn $ GnC1 (i.e., G is
weakly hom-idempotent). In the latter case, we have Gn $ Gm for all m > n.
Finally, in the context of finite graphs, one important concept related to homomorphisms
is that of the core of a graph. A graph G is called a core if it has no proper retracts. These
graphs have an important structural property: if G is a core, then any homomorphism
 V G 7! G is an automorphism of G. Thus, it is often desirable to restrict our attention to
cores. This can be done without loss of generality, as any finite graph G is homomorphically
equivalent to at least one core G, as can be seen by selecting G as a retract of G with a
minimum number of vertices. In this manner, G is uniquely determined up to isomorphism,
and it makes sense to think of it as the core of G. In fact, all members of H.G/ have the
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same core. The general properties of cores are studied by Hell and Nesetril [10]; Bauslaugh
[4] studies similar properties in infinite graphs. One property of cores that is relevant to
our investigations is that they preserve symmetry: the core of a vertex transitive graph is
again vertex transitive, as was first shown by Welzl [21]. Along the same lines, it is also
easy to show that the core of an edge transitive graph is again edge transitive.
1.3. Normal Cayley graphs. The class of normal Cayley graphs will provide us an
important family of hom-idempotent graphs. Let A be a group and S a subset of A that
is closed under inverses and does not contain the identity. The Cayley graph Cay.A; S/ is
the graph whose vertex set is A, two vertices u; v being joined by an edge if u−1v 2 S. If
a−1Sa D S for all a 2 A, then Cay.A; S/ is called a normal Cayley graph.
In any Cayley graph G D Cay.A; S/ the left translations, that is, the maps a V G ! G
defined by a.u/ D au are automorphisms of G for all a 2 A. If G is a normal Cayley
graph, then the right translations a V g ! G defined by a.u/ D ua; a 2 A are also
automorphisms of G. This property is the basis of the following result of Hahn, Hell and
Poljak.
LEMMA 1.1 ([8]). Any normal Cayley graph is hom-idempotent.
PROOF. Let G D Cay.A; S/ be a normal Cayley graph. We show that the map  V G2 !
G defined by .u; v/ D uv is a homomorphism. Let .u0; v0/; .u1; v1/ be adjacent vertices
of G2. Then, either u0 D u1 and v−10 v1 D s for some s 2 S, or v0 D v1 and u−10 u1 D s
for some s 2 S. In the first case, we have .u0; v0/−1.u1; v1/ D v−10 v1 D s, and in
the second case, .u0; v0/−1.u1; v1/ D v−10 u−10 u1v0 D v−10 sv0 2 v−10 Sv0 D S, as G is a
normal Cayley graph. Thus, T.u0; v0/; .u1; v1/U 2 E.G/. 2
Note that all Cayley graphs on abelian groups are normal, and thus hom-idempotents. In
particular, the complete graphs are Cayley graphs on cyclic groups (i.e., circulants), and
the homomorphism defined above coincides with the colouring used in the proof of the
identity (1).
We conclude this section with some properties of Cayley graphs. A Cayley graph
Cay.A; S/ is connected if and only if S generates A; otherwise, the connected compo-
nents of Cay.A; S/ are the left cosets of hSi, the subgroup of A generated by S, and they
are all isomorphic. Thus, Cay.A; S/ $ Cay.hSi; S/. Also, a cartesian product of Cayley
graphs is again a Cayley graph. More precisely, 2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si / D Cay.A;[niD1qi .Si //,
where A DQniD1 Ai and qi denotes the canonical injection from Ai to A.
1.4. Main results. In a sense, Lemma 1.1 is a natural extension of the argument proving
the identity (1) to its most general hypotheses. Our first result shows how the whole concept
of hom-idempotency is characterized by this argument.
THEOREM 1.2. A graph G is hom-idempotent if and only if it is homomorphically equiv-
alent to a normal Cayley graph.
This result was obtained independently by Micha Perles (see [3]). Note that sufficiency
follows easily from Lemma 1.1 and the concept of homomorphic equivalence. Surprisingly
the same condition is also necessary. The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 2
below.
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We now turn our attention to weakly hom-idempotent graphs. The ordered semigroup
structure of graphs induced by the cartesian product and the relation ! again provide
some elementary sufficient conditions. Let G be a graph such that there exists a family
G1; : : : ;Gn of hom-idempotent graphs satisfying Gi ! G; i D 1; : : : ; n and G ! 2niD1Gi .
Then, G is weakly hom-idempotent. Indeed, we have GnC1 ! .2niD1Gi /nC1 $ 2niD1GnC1i ,
and as GnC1i ! Gi ; i D 1; : : : ; n, we have 2niD1GnC1i ! 2niD1Gi . However, the conditions
Gi ! G; i D 1; : : : ; n imply that 2niD1Gi ! Gn . Thus, GnC1 ! Gn and G is weakly
hom-idempotent. Once again, these conditions can be shown to be necessary as well. In
view of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following characterization.
THEOREM 1.3. A graph G is weakly hom-idempotent if and only if there exists a family
fN1; : : : ; Nng of normal Cayley graphs such that Ni ! G for i D 1; : : : ; n and G !
2niD1 Ni .
The proof of this result requires a deeper study of the cartesian product and of cores; it
will be given in Section 4.
1.5. Examples. Consider the graphs A D K3 D Cay.Z3; f1g/ and B D Cay.Z13; f1;
5g/. Both are normal Cayley graphs, and thus are hom-idempotent. Notice that B is a
4-chromatic graph without triangles. Thus, A 6! B and B 6! A. Let G be the graph
obtained from the disjoint union of A and B by adding an edge between the element 0 of
Z3 and the element 0 of Z13. Then we have A; B ! G, and G ! A2B. Thus, G is
weakly hom-idempotent by Theorem 1.3. However, G is not hom-idempotent: G2 contains
a copy of A2B, and every vertex of A2B is contained in a triangle. As the only vertices
of G that are contained in a triangle are those of A, a homomorphism from A2B to G
would have to map every vertex to A D K3, and this is impossible because .A2B/ D 4.
Therefore, G2 6! G. Section 6 provides a construction for Cayley graphs that are weakly
hom-idempotent but not hom-idempotent.
Our next example is the well-known class of Kneser graphs. For 2  r < s=2, the Kneser
graph K .r; s/ is the graph whose vertices are the r -subsets of f1; : : : ; sg, two vertices being
joined by an edge if and only if they are disjoint. In particular, the Petersen graph is the
Kneser graph K .2; 5/. Albertson and Collins [1] have shown that there is no homomor-
phism from K .2; 5/nC1 to K .2; 5/n for any n. We will eventually extend this result to all
Kneser graphs, but for now we simply show that K .r; s/2 6! K .r; s/ for any Kneser graph
K .r; s/. The classical results of Erdo¨s–Ko–Rado [5] and Hilton–Milner[12] provide a com-
plete characterization of the independent sets of maximal cardinality in Kneser graphs. This
characterization has some consequences relating to homomorphisms (see [9]): all Kneser
graphs are cores, and the automorphism group of K .r; s/ is isomorphic to the symmetric
group Ss , that is, every automorphism  of K .r; s/ is derived from a permutation  of
f1; : : : ; sg by putting .A/ D f .i/ V i 2 Ag. Now suppose that there exists a homo-
morphism  V K .r; s/2 7! K .r; s/. Select two adjacent vertices A0; A1 of K .r; s/, and
define homomorphisms 0; 1 V K .r; s/ 7! K .r; s/ by putting i .B/ D .Ai ; B/; i D 0; 1.
As K .r; s/ is a core, 0 and 1 are automorphisms of K .r; s/, derived respectively from
the permutations  0 and  1 of f1; : : : ; sg. Further, as TA0; A1U 2 E.K .r; s//, 0.B/ and
1.B/ must be adjacent, i.e., disjoint, for any vertex B of K .r; s/. This situation is clearly
impossible: for any i 2 f1; : : : ; sg and any vertex B containing both  −10 .i/ and  −11 .i/,
we have 0.B/ \ 1.B/ 6D ;. Thus, K .r; s/2 6! K .r; s/.
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This last example gives the general flavour of the proof of Theorem 1.2, but also outlines
the difficulty of recognizing weakly hom-idempotent graphs: even though Kneser graphs
are not hom-idempotent, it is conceivable that some of them are weakly hom-idempotent,
as is the graph G of the first example. The result of Albertson and Collins shows that
this is not the case for the Petersen graph, but their methods do not generalize easily to all
Kneser graphs. Fortunately, it is possible to show that for some classes of graphs, weak
hom-idempotency is equivalent to hom-idempotency, and the class of Kneser graphs falls
within this category. This question is dealt with in Section 5.
2. SHIFTS OF GRAPHS
An automorphism  of a graph G is called a shift of G if Tu;  .u/U 2 E.G/ for each
u 2 V .G/. In other words, a shift of G maps every vertex to one of its neighbours;
similar ‘local’ transformations of graphs are investigated by Zgrablic [22] under the name
‘adjacency automorphisms’. The last example of the preceding section showed that the
Kneser graphs have no shift at all. At the other extreme, if G D Cay.A; S/ is a normal
Cayley graph, then all right and left translations by the members of S are shifts of G, as the
reader can easily infer from the proof of Lemma 1.1. These observations hint at the part
played by shifts in the characterization of hom-idempotent graphs. A few further results
complete the picture.
LEMMA 2.1. Let  be a shift of a graph G, and  an automorphism of G. Then −1
is also a shift of G.
PROOF. We have T.u/; a.u/U 2 E.G/ for any u 2 V .G/, as  is a shift of G. Applying
−1, we obtain Tu; −1.u/U 2 E.G/. Thus, −1 is a shift of G. 2
Obviously, the inverse of a shift is again a shift. Thus, it makes sense to consider the
Cayley graph Cay.Aut.G/; SG/, where SG denotes the set of all shifts of G.
COROLLARY 2.2. For any graph G, Cay.Aut.G/; SG/ is a normal Cayley graph.
Note that two automorphisms 1; 2 of G are adjacent in Cay.Aut.G/; SG/ if and only if
T1.u/; 2.u/U 2 E.G/ for all u 2 V .G/. Thus, the evaluation map u V Cay.Aut.G/; SG/
7! G defined by u./ D .u/ is a homomorphism for any vertex u of G, and Cay.Aut.G/;
SG/! G.
PROPOSITION 2.3. A graph G is hom-idempotent if and only if G $ Cay.A; S/, where
A D Aut.G/ and S D SG .
PROOF. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 2.2. Also, for any graph
G, we have Cay.Aut.G/; SG/ ! G $ G. If G is hom-idempotent, then so is G,
and a homomorphism  V G 7! Cay.Aut.G/; SG/ can be defined as follows. Let
 V G2G 7! G be a homomorphism. For u 2 V .G/, put  .u/ D u , where u V
G 7! G is the map defined by u.v/ D .u; v/. As  is a homomorphism, then so are
u; u 2 V .G/; but G is a core and thus, u; u 2 V .G/ are automorphisms. Hence,  is
well defined. If Tu; u0U 2 E.G/, then u.v/ D .u; v/ is adjacent to u0.v/ D .u0; v/ for
all v 2 V .G/, so Tu; u0 U 2 E.Cay.aut.G/; SG//, and  is a homomorphism. 2
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Theorem 1.2 follows from Corollary 2.2 and Proposition 2.3. Note that Proposition 2.3
indicates a specific normal Cayley graph, and hints at the remaining steps towards a proof
of Theorem 1.3: let G be a weakly hom-idempotent graph. Then we have GnC1 ! Gn
for some n, and Gn is hom-idempotent. Proposition 2.3 then states that Gn $ Cay.A; S/,
where A is the automorphism group of the core of Gn , and S is the set of its shifts. The
characterization of this Cayley graph depends on two separate problems: what are the shifts
of a cartesian product of graphs, and how does the core of a cartesian product of graphs
relate to its factors? These questions are dealt with respectively in Sections 3 and 4.
Finally, note that our result does not characterize the homomorphisms  V G2 7! G. The
archetype of such a homomorphism is the multiplication of coordinates when G is a normal
Cayley graph, but note that any quasigroup operation on the vertex-set of Kn induces a
homomorphism from K 2n to Kn . If G is a hom-idempotent core, then it is a normal Cayley
graph if and only if there exists a group operation on V .G/ such that the multiplication of
coordinates is a homomorphism from G2 to G. It is conceivable that such an operation can
always be found, but up to now, the following remains unsettled.
PROBLEM 2.4. Is the core of a normal Cayley graph always a normal Cayley graph?
Note that the core of a Cayley graph need not be a Cayley graph. A classical result of
Sabidussi [18] states that if G is vertex-transitive, then some ‘multiple’ of G is a Cayley
graph. Thus, any vertex-transitive graph is a retract of some Cayley graph. However, there
exist cores which are not Cayley graphs. For instance, most Kneser graphs, and in particular
the Petersen graph, satisfy this property (see [6]).
3. SHIFTS IN CARTESIAN PRODUCTS
Let G D 2niD1Gi . Then any shift  of some factor Gi induces a shift O of G, defined byO.u/ D v, where vi D .ui / and v j D u j ; j 6D i . It would be nice to be able to characterize
all the shifts in a cartesian product of graphs in terms of its factors in this fashion, but this
prospect is shattered by the example of K22K2. This graph is a 4-cycle, and the rotation
of order 4 is a shift that is not induced by a shift in a factor. From this example, it is easy
to see that if G D 2niD1Gi and at least two of the factors are isomorphic to K2, then G has
shifts that are not induced by shifts in the factors. The main result of this section shows
that fortunately, all examples are built up in that way.
It is worthwhile to recall the classical result of Sabidussi [17], which asserts that any
connected finite graph admits an essentially unique representation as a cartesian product of
indecomposable graphs. Here, a graph is called indecomposable if it cannot be expressed
as a cartesian product of graphs in a non-trivial way.
LEMMA 3.1. Let G D 2niD1Gi , where all factors are connected and indecomposable. If
there is no pair of indices i 6D j such that Gi ’ G j ’ K2, then any shift of G is induced by
a shift in some factor Gi .
Most of this section will be devoted to the proof of this lemma. But first, it is worthwhile
to note the following consequence of this result.
COROLLARY 3.2. If G D 2niD1Gi satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1, then Cay.Aut.G/,
SG/$ 2niD1Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi /.
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PROOF. As observed in Section 1.3,









where qi is the natural injection of Aut.Gi / in QniD1 Aut.Gi /. The latter coincides with a
subgroup of Aut.G/, and Lemma 3.1 states that SG D [niD1qi .SGi /. Thus, both Cay.Aut.G/;
SG/ and 2niD1Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi / have all their connected components isomorphic to Cay
.hSGi; SH /, and are therefore homomorphically equivalent. 2
The proof of Lemma 3.1 relies on some of the concepts used in the proof of the unique
factorization property for the cartesian product of graphs. We begin by recalling some
results of Imrich and ˘Zerovnik [13] on this subject. Let G be a connected graph. We
denote G the least equivalence relation on E.G/ satisfying the following conditions:
(i) If Tu; vU; Tu0; v0U 2 E.G/ are such that
G.u; u
0/C G.v; v0/ 6D G.u; v0/C G.u0; v/
then Tu; vU G Tu0; v0U .G is the shortest path distance in G),
(ii) if Tu; vU and Tv;wU are note contained in any 4-cycle of G, then Tu; vU G Tv;wU.
Then, G partitions E.G/ into equivalence classes E1; : : : ; En which characterize the inde-
composable factors of G as follows: for i D 1; : : : ; n, let Gi be the graph obtained from G
by contracting every connected component of G − Ei to a single point. Then G1; : : : ;Gn
are, the indecomposable factors of G, and the product of the natural maps from G to Gi
is an isomorphism  V G 7! 2niD1Gi . This isomorphism is essentially unique, and further,
every isomorphism  V G ! 2miD1 Hi can be refined to , by composing it with an iso-
morphism between each factor Hi and a cartesian product of some of the indecomposable
factors of G.
Any automorphism  of G induces a permutation of the equivalence classes E1; : : : ; En
and isomorphisms between the corresponding indecomposable factors. Thus,  belongs to
the canonical copy of
Qn
iD1 Aut.Gi / contained in Aut.G/ if and only if the corresponding
permutation of the classes E1; : : : ; En is trivial. Note that the only shifts in
Qn
iD1 Aut.Gi /
are those induced by a shift in some Gi via the canonical injection. Therefore, in order
to prove Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that if  is a shift of G, then the corresponding
permutation of the classes E1; : : : ; En is trivial. We will rely on the conditions (i) and (ii)
of the definition of G given above, but the interpretation of condition (i) can be restricted
to its ‘local’ consequences: if e1; e2 are opposite edges of a 4-cycle, then e1 G e2; also,
by condition (ii), if Tu; vU 6G Tv;wU, then Tu; vU and Tv;wU are contained in a unique and
induced 4-cycle.
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Let  be a shift of G, and suppose that  induces a non-
trivial permutation of the equivalence classes E1; : : : ; En . By the condition (i) of the
definition of G , for all Tu; vU 2 E.G/ such that f.u/;  .v/g \ fu; vg D  , we have
T.u/;  .v/U G Tu; vU, as these are opposite edges of a 4-cycle. Hence, by the choice of  ,
there exists u 2 V .G/ such that Tu;  .u/U 6G T.u/;  2.u/U. Then, by condition (ii), there
exists a unique v 6D .u/ such that T 2.u/; vU; Tv; uU 2 E.G/. Then, .v/ must be adjacent
to both v and .u/. But u and  2.u/ are the only two vertices satisfying this property,
hence .v/ D u. By the same argument, we also have  3.u/ D v. Thus, Tu;  .u/U G
T 2.u/;  3.u/U; Tu;  3.u/U G T.u/;  2.u/U, and  interchanges the equivalence classes
E1 and E2 of Tu;  .u/U and T.u/;  2.u/U, respectively.
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It remains to show that corresponding factors G1;G2 of G must be isomorphic to K2
which would contradict the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Note that each vertex  i .u/; i D
0; : : : ; 3 belongs to a canonical copy of G1, namely the connected component of the
graph spanned by E1 which contains that vertex. Therefore, to show that G1 (and thus
G2) is isomorphic to K2, it suffices to show that if w is a neighbour of  i .u/; w =2
fu;  .u/;  2.u/;  3.u/g, then T i .u/; wU does not belong to E1. We have f i .u/; wg \
f iC1.u/;  .w/g D  , thus T i .u/; wU G T iC1.u/;  .w/U, and  fixes the class E j con-
taining T i .u/; wU. As  permutes the classes E1 and E2; T i .u/; wU does not belong to
E1. 2
4. CORES OF CARTESIAN PRODUCTS
If a graph G is not a core, then neither is G2. On the other hand, if G is a core, then the
core of G2 could be either of two natural candidates: G2, as is the case for the Petersen
graph, and G if G is hom-idempotent. However, other possibilities also exist. For instance,
the graph G in the first example of Section 1.5 is a core, but G2 retracts onto its subgraph
A2B. We have shown that A2B 6! G, so that the core of G2 is neither G2 nor G. In
fact, it can be shown that A2B is the core of G2. Note that in this example, the core of G2
is at least a cartesian product of subgraphs of G. This is not always the case: if a graph H
has two connected components H1 and H2, then H2 D H21 [ .H12H2/ [ .H22H1/ [ H22
and admits H21 [ .H12H2/ [ H22 as a retract. In some cases, the latter is indeed the core
of H2, although it is not a cartesian product of subgraphs of H . However, note that this
example is disconnected. For the moment, it is not known if connected examples exist.
Nonetheless, the structure of cores of cartesian products of graphs is important to our
investigations, in view of the results of the preceding section. Despite the absence of a
general characterization, results are known for some classes of graphs, and these will be
sufficient for our purposes. Let G D 2niD1Gi . An induced subgraph B of G is called a box
of G if B D 2niD1pri .B/, where pri denotes the projection on Gi .
PROPOSITION 4.1 ([20]). Let R be a vertex-transitive retract of a connected graph G D
2niD1Gi . Then, R is a box of G.
This result is well suited for the investigation of weak hom-idempotency: let G be a
weakly hom-idempotent graph and n an integer such that GnC1 ! Gn . Then Gn is hom-
idempotent, and by Theorem 1.2, Gn is homomorphically equivalent to a normal Cayley
graph. Thus, the core of Gn is also the core of some Cayley graph, hence must be vertex-
transitive, as mentioned in Section 1.2. By Proposition 4.1 the core of Gn is therefore a
cartesian product of subgraphs of G.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Let H denote the core of the graph Gn described above.
Then H D 2niD1Gi , where G1; : : : ;Gn are subgraphs of G. Note that these factors
need not be indecomposable. However, if H1; : : : Hn1 are the indecomposable factors of
G1; Hn1C1; : : : ; Hn2 the indecomposable factors of G2 and so on, we obtain an expression
of H as 2mjD1 Hj where each factor Hj is an indecomposable factor of some Gi , hence a
subgraph of G.
H being a core, at most one of the factors Hj is isomorphic to K2, because K22K2
retracts onto K2. Therefore, Cay.Aut.H/; SH /$ 2mjD1Cay.Hj ; SHj / by Corollary 3.2. All
the factors Cay.Hj ; SHj / are normal Cayley graphs by Corollary 2.2, and Cay.Hj ; SHj /!
Hj ! G for j D 1; : : : ;m. As Gn is hom-idempotent, we also have G ! Gn $
Cay.Aut.H/; SH / by Proposition 2.3. Therefore, fN j D Cay.H1; SHj / V j 2 f1; : : : ;mgg is
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a family of normal Cayley graphs such that N j ! G for j D 1; : : : ;m and G ! 2mjD1 N j ,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 2
A simple refinement of this proof shows that if a graph G satisfies GnC1 ! Gn , then the
family of normal Cayley graphs involved in the characterization needs to contain no more
than n members. However, this characterization still leaves one detail out: let H D 2niD1Gi
be the core of Gn , where GnC1 ! Gn . Are all the factors G1; : : : ;Gn hom-idempotent?
It turns out that this is indeed the case. This is a consequence of the unique factorization
property for the cartesian product of graphs, as will be shown in the proof of the following
result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let G D 2niD1Gi be a core. Then G is hom-idempotent if and only if all
the factors G1; : : : ;Gn are hom-idempotent.
PROOF. Clearly if each Gi is hom-idempotent, then so is G. Suppose that G is hom-
idempotent. For now, we will also suppose that each Gi is indecomposable. We then have
G $ Cay.Aut.G/; SH /$ 2niD1Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi /, by Corollary 3.2. As G is a core, it is
the core of 2niD1Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi /.
Thus, G D 2niD1Gi has another representation as a cartesian product: as the core
of 2niD1Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi /, G can be written as 2
n
jD1 Hj , where Hj is a subgraph of
Cay.Aut.G j /; SGi / for j D 1; : : : ; n. As G1; : : : ;Gn are the indecomposable factors of G,
that means that each factor Hj is a cartesian product of a (possibly empty) family of some
of the factors Gi .
Hence, there exists a function f V f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; ng such that Gi is an indecom-
posable factor of H f .i/; i D 1; : : : ; n. We then have Gi ! H f .i/  Cay.Aut.G f .i/; SG f .i/ /,
i D 1; : : : ; n. It remains to show that f is the identity. Suppose that this is not the case.
Without loss of generality, we can then assume that there exists an integer r > 1 such
that Gi ! Cay.Aut.GiC1/; SGiC1/ for 1  i  r − 1 and Gr ! Cay.Aut.Gs/; SGs /
where 1  s  r . Combining this with the relations Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi / ! Gi , we
obtain G1 ! Gr $ Cay.Aut.Gr /; SGr /. In particular, Gr is hom-idempotent, and
G12Gr ! Gr2Gr ! Gr . Therefore, G ! 2niD2Gi , which contradicts the fact that
G is a core. Thus f is indeed the identity. We then have Gi $ Cay.Aut.Gi /; SGi / and Gi
is hom-idempotent for i D 1; : : : ; n.
Suppose that some factor Gi of G is not indecomposable. Then, Gi is a cartesian product
of some indecomposable factors Hj1 ; : : : ; Hjni of G. By applying the preceding argument
to G D 2mjD1 Hj , we see that all these factors are hom-idempotent, so Gi is a cartesian
product of hom-idempotent graphs, and is itself hom-idempotent. 2
If G D 2niD1Gi is a hom-idempotent core, then it is the core of Hn , where H is the
disjoint union of the factors G1; : : : ;Gn . We then have HnC1 ! Hn , but Hn 6! Hn−1,
because G 6! Hn−1. The graph H can also be made connected by adding a few edges, as
in the first example of Section 1.5. In Section 6, we show how to construct a Cayley graph
H with the same property.
5. CARTESIAN POWERS OF KNESER GRAPHS
Apart from the construction of weakly hom-idempotent graphs that are not hom-idempo-
tent, the results of the last section can also be used in negative statements, asserting that
some graphs are not weakly hom-idempotent. In particular, we know from Section 1.5 that
the Kneser graphs are not hom-idempotent, but it is not clear yet that they are not weakly
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hom-idempotent. Albertson and Collins [1] showed that the Petersen graph P is not weakly
hom-idempotent with the help of the ‘No-Homomorphism Lemma’, so their method relied
on an exact knowledge of the independence number of all cartesian powers of P . For the
moment, this method does not seem to generalize to all Kneser graphs. Note that an upper
bound on the independence number implies a lower bound on the chromatic number, and
up to now, all known computations of an upper bound for the chromatic number of Kneser
graphs rely on algebraic topology, notably the Borsuk–Ulam theorem (see [2, 14, 19]).
In another direction, we may try to show that a weakly hom-idempotent Kneser graph
would have to be hom-idempotent. This would indeed settle the question, because Kneser
graphs are not hom-idempotent. The results of the previous section are well suited for this
approach: if G is a weakly hom-idempotent graph and n an integer such that GnC1 ! Gn ,
then the core of Gn is a cartesian product of subgraphs of G, all of which are hom-
idempotent. This condition is indeed restrictive; it often happens that a cartesian product
of graphs has no retracts except the products of retracts of the factors. However, if G
has a hom-idempotent retract, then G must also be hom-idempotent. On this subject, it is
worthwhile to mention the work of Nowakowski and Rival [15]. Roughly speaking, their
results imply that if a graph G contains enough triangles or has no 4-cycles, then the core
of Gn is a cartesian product of subgraphs of G, at least one of which is a retract of G.
In particular, Nowakowski and Rival’s results apply to the Kneser graphs K .r; s/, where
s D 2r C 1 or s > 3r . Hence, we may conclude that these Kneser graphs are not weakly
hom-idempotent.
This section presents applications of this general idea in two specific contexts: critical
graphs and graphs satisfying some symmetry conditions.
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a  -critical graph. Then G is weakly hom-idempotent if and
only if it is hom-idempotent.
PROOF. Suppose that G is weakly hom-idempotent. Let n be an integer such that
GnC1 ! Gn . Then, by Proposition 4.1, the core of Gn is a cartesian product 2niD1Gi
of subgraphs of G. We then have
.G/ D .Gn/ D .2niD1Gi / D maxf.G1/; : : : ; .Gn/g:
However, as G is  -critical, all proper subgraphs of G have a chromatic number strictly
less than that of G. Hence, one of the factors must be equal to G. By Theorem 4.2, this
implies that G is hom-idempotent. 2
The essential argument in the preceding proof is the formula for the chromatic number
of a cartesian product of graphs, which is equivalent to the hom-idempotency of complete
graphs. This observation suggests a generalization of this result in the following direction.
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a graph. If there exists a hom-idempotent graph K such that
G 6! K and every proper subgraph H of G satisfies H ! K , then G is weakly hom-
idempotent if and only if it is hom-idempotent.
We omit the proof, which follows the lines of the preceding one. By analogy with usual
colourings, it is natural to call a graph K -critical if it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.2.
All critical graphs are cores. Thus, by Theorem 1.2, any hom-idempotent critical graph is
the core of a normal Cayley graph, and is vertex-transitive. Therefore, the previous results
have the following consequence: if a critical graph G is not vertex-transitive, then for all
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n, we have GnC1 6! Gn . In fact, it can be shown that in this case, all cartesian powers of
G are cores.
All the results discussed so far in this section are based on the same general idea, that is,
showing that in the core of Gn , at least one factor is equal to G or a retract of G. In the
context of hom-idempotent graphs, another approach is also possible. We may try to show
that all the factors of the core of Gn are isomorphic to each other. Our next two results
show that some symmetry conditions allow us to reach that conclusion.
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be an edge-transitive graph. Then G is weakly hom-idempotent if
and only if it is hom-idempotent.
PROOF. The result is immediate if G is bipartite (as all bipartite graphs are hom-idem-
potent). Thus, we may suppose that G is not bipartite, so that it is vertex-transitive as well.
By Proposition 4.1, for any integer n, the core of Gn is then a cartesian product 2niD1Gi
of subgraphs of G. Furthermore, we can refine this factorization to 2mjD1 Hj , where each
factor Hj is an indecomposable factor of some Gi , hence a subgraph of G. As G is edge-
transitive, then so is Gn ; and as mentioned in Section 1.2, the core of an edge-transitive graph
is again edge-transitive. Thus, 2mjD1 Hj is a cartesian product of indecomposable graphs
that is edge-transitive. From this, we may conclude that all the factors are isomorphic.
Indeed, all automorphisms of 2mjD1 Hj are induced by automorphisms of the factors and
a permutation of isomorphic factors. If two factors, say H1 and H2 were not isomorphic,
then no automorphism could map an edge belonging to a canonical copy of H1 to an
edge belonging to a canonical copy of H2, contradicting the edge transitivity of 2mjD1 Hj .
Therefore, the core of Gn is isomorphic to Hm1 .
Now suppose that GnC1 ! Gn . Then the core Hm1 of Gn is hom-idempotent. By
Theorem 4.2, this implies that H1 is also hom-idempotent. We then have GnC1 ! Hm1 !
H1 ! G, and G is hom-idempotent. 2
THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a primitive graph. Then G is weakly hom-idempotent if and only
if it is hom-idempotent.
PROOF. Recall that a graph G is called primitive if Aut.G/ is a primitive permutation
group, i.e., there is no non-trivial partition of V .G/ that is invariant under Aut.G/. Suppose
that G is primitive, and let E1; : : : ; Ek denote the edge orbits of G. We claim that for
i D 1; : : : ; k, the subgraph of G spanned by Ei is connected. For otherwise, its connected
components would form a partition of V .G/ that is invariant under Aut.G/, contradicting
the primitivity of G. Therefore, each edge orbit of G spans a connected subgraph. Hence,
for any integer n;Gn also has the property that each of its edge orbits spans a connected
subgraph of Gn . Let H denote the core of Gn . We claim that H again has the same
property. Indeed, let  V Gn 7! H be a retraction, e and edge of H , and F the edge orbit
of e in Gn . For any vertices u; v of H , there exists a uv-path P in Gn all of whose edges
belong to F . If Tx; yU is an edge of P , then T.x/; .y/U belongs to the edge orbit F 0 of e in
H , as for any automorphism  of Gn mapping e to Tx; yU;    induces an automorphism
of H (as H is a core) mapping e to T.x/; .y/U. Hence, F 0 contains a uv-trail for any
vertices u; v of H , and spans a connected subgraph of H .
As in the proof of the previous result, we have H D 2mjD1 Hj , where each factor is a
subgraph of G that is indecomposable. Once again, we conclude that all factors must be
isomorphic, because the subgraph of H obtained by removing all the edges belonging to
canonical copies of some factor Hj is disconnected. Therefore, we again have H D Hm1 ,
and we again conclude that GnC1 ! Gn if and only if G is hom-idempotent. 2
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Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 do not settle the case of Kneser graphs: Schrijver [19] has shown
that these graphs are never  -critical, and it is unclear whether any Kneser graph is K -
critical for some hom-idempotent graph K . However, all Kneser graphs are edge-transitive
(as well as primitive), so Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 imply the following.
COROLLARY 5.5. Let K .r; s/ be a Kneser graph. Then for any m > n, there does not
exist a homomorphism from K .r; s/m to K .r; s/n .
Yoav Kirsch recently told us that Corollary 5.5 was also obtained by Micha Perles.
6. A CONSTRUCTION FOR WEAKLY HOM-IDEMPOTENT CAYLEY GRAPHS
In the first example of Section 1.5, we present a graph G such that the core of G2 is
a hom-idempotent graph with two cartesian factors, namely K3 and Cay.Z13; f1;5g/.
The existence of hom-idempotent cores with many cartesian factors is a key ingredient
in the construction of weakly hom-idempotent graphs that are not hom-idempotent. It
is therefore worthwhile mentioning that there exist hom-idempotent cores with arbitrarily
many cartesian factors. In particular, some examples can be constructed using the so-called
‘relational powers’ of cycles: for i D 1; : : : ; n, put Gi D Cay.Z2nC2Ci ; f1; : : : ;ng/.
Then, an adaptation of the No-Homomorphism Lemma of Albertson and Collins [1] shows
that for i 6D j , we have Gi 6! G j . Furthermore, it can then be shown that 2niD1Gi is a
core.
Having disposed of this existence problem, we present a construction that does not depend
on a particular choice of hom-idempotent core. More precisely, we prove the following:
THEOREM 6.1. Let G D 2niD1Gi be a hom-idempotent core, where all the factors G1; : : :,
Gn are indecomposable. Then there exists a Cayley graph H such that HnC1 ! Hn 6!
H n−1 and G is the core of Hn .
In fact, even the hypothesis that the factors are indecomposable is not indispensable, but
it will simplify the proof. We begin with the construction of the graph H . Recall that
by Theorem 4.2, if G D 2niD1Gi is a hom-idempotent core, then each factor Gi is hom-
idempotent. Thus, by Theorem 1.2, each Gi is homomorphically equivalent to a normal
Cayley graph Cay.Ai ; Si /. Then G is homomorphically equivalent to 2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si /, and
the latter can be viewed as the Cayley graph Cay
Qn
iD1 Ai ;[niD1qi .Si /

, where qi denotes
the canonical injection from Ai toQnjD1 A j . Viewed this way, the cartesian product structure
of this Cayley graph is inherited from the product structure of
Qn
iD1 Ai by the fact that for
s 2 Si ; t 2 S j ; i 6D j , we have qi .s/q j .t/ D q j .t/qi .s/, so that for any u 2 QnjD1 A j , the
set fu; uqi .s/; uqi .s/q j .t/; uq j .t/g induces a 4-cycle. The first step in our construction is
to add a factor that destroys this commutativity.
LEMMA 6.2. There exists a finite group A such that each Ai is a subgroup of A, and such
that for all x 2 Ai ; y 2 A j ; x; y 6D 1 and i 6D j we have xy 6D yx .
PROOF. Let X be the set obtained by taking the disjoint union of the sets A1; : : : ; An and
identifying the identity element of each group. For each i D 1; : : : ; n identify each a 2 Ai ,
with the permutation of a of X defined by
a.x/ D
n
ax if x 2 Ai ,
x otherwise :
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This provides an embedding of each group Ai into the group of all permutations of X .
Furthermore, if x 2 Ai and y 2 A j are different from the identity and i 6D j then xy 6D yx
because the corresponding permutations differ on the identity. Thus the symmetric group
on the set X satisfies the required conditions. 2
Define the group G as the direct product AQniD1 Ai . The canonical injection from Ai
into B will again be denoted qi , and q0 will denote the canonical injection from A into B.
Note that for x 2 Ai  A, both q0.x/ and qi .x/ are well defined. Thus, we can define
T  B by
T D fq0.s/qi .s/ V i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; s 2 Si g:
We define H as the Cayley graph Cay.B; T /.
Note that the projection of B on QniD1 Ai is a homomorphism  V H 7! 2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si /.
Also, there exist homomorphisms i V Cay.Ai ; Si / 7! H , i D 1; : : : ; n defined by i .u/ D
q0.u/qi .u/. Thus,
2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si /! Hn ! .2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si //n ! 2niD1Cay.Ai ; Si /:
This implies that G D 2niD1Gi is the core of Hn and HnC1 ! Hn .
It remains to show that Hn 6! Hn−1. We use the following result.
LEMMA 6.3. For any k 2 f1; : : : ; ng, every homomorphism  V Gk 7! G is an isomor-
phism between Gk and a canonical copy of Gk in G.
PROOF. Put G 0k D prk..Gk//. Then
G D .2i<k Gi /2Gk2.2i>k Gi /
! .2i<k Gi /2.2i<k Gi /2G 0k2.2i>k Gi /2.2i>k Gi /
! .2i<k Gi /2G 0k2.2i>k Gi /
As G is a core graph, we must have G 0k D Gk so  is an isomorphism between Gk and a
canonical copy of Gk in G. 2
COROLLARY 6.4. For i 6D j , we have Gi2G j 6! H .
PROOF. Suppose that there exists a homomorphism  V Gi2G j 7! H . Let Tu; vU; Tu0; v0U
be edges of Gi and G j , respectively. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
.u; u0/ is the identity element 1 of V .H/ D B. By the definition of E.H/, we then have
.v; u0/ D q0.s/qk.s/ for some k 2 f1; : : : ; ng and s 2 Sk . The projection  V H 7!
2nlD1Cay.Al ; Sl/ then maps 1 and q0.s/qk.s/, respectively, to the identity 10 of
Qn
lD1 Al
and to qk.s/, and a coordinatewise retraction  V 2nlD1Cay.Al ; Sl/ 7! 2nlD1Gl maps the
edge T10; qk.s/U to an edge belonging to a canonical copy of Gk in 2nlD1Gl . However, by
Lemma 6.3, the homomorphism      V Gi2G j 7! 2nlD1Gl must map T.u; u0/; .v; u0/U
to an edge belonging to a canonical copy of Gi in 2nlD1Gl . This implies that .u; u0/ D
q0.s/qi .s/ for some s 2 Si , and by the argument, .v; v0/ D q0.s/qi .s/q0.s0/q j .s0/ for
some s0 2 S j .
However, we also have .v; v0/ D .u; v0/q0.t/qi .t/ D q0.t 0/q j .t 0/q0.t/qi .t/ for some
t 2 Si and t 0 2 S j . This implies that in Ai we have s D t , in A j we have s0 D t 0, hence in
A we have ss0 D s0s, which is impossible by the definition of A. Thus, Gi2G j 6! H . 2
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Now suppose that Hn ! Hn−1. Then, Hn and Hn−1 must have the same core, namely
G. By Proposition 4.1, this implies that G D 2niD1Gi is isomorphic to a box 2n−1kD1 Hk
in Hn−1. Each factor Hk is then a cartesian product of some indecomposable factors of
G, and these factors G1; : : : ;Gn must each appear once as a factor of one of the graphs
H1; : : : Hn−1. Thus by the pigeonhole principle, some graph Hk must have at least two
factors Gi and G j ; i 6D j . We then have Gi2G j ! H , which contradicts Corollary 6.4.
Therefore, HnC1 ! Hn 6! Hn−1, which concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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